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ABSTRACT
The purpose for this Practical Training (BSR 360) is to make sure what I have
learned from 1st semester until 5th semester can be applied during my internship.
The other reasons is to gain new knowledge and experience in my workplace and
how to communicate with other co-workers. It is compulsory for Building Survey
students to carry out this report because it gave 40% from total mark before we
been graduate
By doing this project, I are required to knows about all information of Impiana
Hotel Ipoh and Maintenance Department. I also need to know how to handle
management in Maintenance Department, solve any problem that occurs, dealed
with out-source supplier and others.
As conclusion by doing this Practical Training, I gain more information and
knowledge about my scope of works. I fell so glad because from this internship, I
have knew everything and how to work with professional worker and others. I
hope that this report which has been done are followed requirement that are need
by task and lecturer are satisfied with my report.

